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Kadena is live and in production with a hybrid public and 
permissioned blockchain. Kadena is fast, secure and 
simple—and we’re in use today by major companies in 
finance, healthcare and insurance.

Our partners include USCF, a $3 billion dollar fund that 
leads in alternative investments. 

Chainweb, Kadena’s sharded and scalable layer-1 PoW 
blockchain, is live with leading industry partners such as 
Cosmos, Chainlink, and others. 

About Us



Quotes and Press



“Stuart, Will, and the Kadena team stand apart among blockchain companies. With 
Chainweb going live, they have proven that they can deliver creative and clever 
solutions that scale. Chainweb shows that a public Proof of Work blockchain can be both 
scalable and environmentally friendly.“
- Kyle Samani, Managing Partner

“Kadena has solved scalability and security constraints previously associated with 
blockchains to offer exciting potential applications. We see the potential to leverage 
blockchain in the investment space and identify new opportunities for innovation in assest 
management.” 
- John Love, President & CEO

“The focus on Formal Verification, a capabilities-based security model, upgradeability and 
multisig aligns incredibly well with the design principles of IBC. This integration will 
provide Pact authors with billions in assets in the wider Cosmos ecosystem.” 
- Zaki Manian, Former Director of Tendermint Labs



Kadena fulfills hybrid blockchain vision with launch of public chain

JP Morgan Alums Launch ‘Blockchain as a Service’ on AWS

Bloomberg TV: Monica Quaintance on the State of Crypto

JPMorgan Blockchain Spin-Off Analyzed By High Frequency Trading 

https://techcrunch.com/2020/01/15/kadena-fulfills-vision-of-hybrid-blockchain-with-launch-of-public-chain/
https://fortune.com/2019/01/23/blockchain-aws-kadena/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zfy6lj818KY
https://www.forbes.com/sites/darrynpollock/2019/04/29/high-frequency-trading-researcher-publishes-findings-on-jpmorgan-blockchain-spin-off/#6645c1512915


Team Bios



Will Martino is Founder and CEO of Kadena. He co-founded the 
company in 2016 with Stuart Popejoy to provide the fastest, safest, and 
most scalable smart contracts for entrepreneurs and enterprises. Will’s 
background has earned him a reputation for delivering unique insights 
into the world of permissioned and hybrid blockchain. Prior to founding 
Kadena, Will worked in J.P. Morgan’s Blockchain Center of Excellence 
along with Stuart, where they spearheaded the company’s first 
blockchain, Juno. 
 
Before JPMorgan, Will worked as the Tech Lead for the Cryptocurrency 
Committee at the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, a 
software engineer for AxialMarket and in client services at ION Trading. 
Will received a B.A. degree in Economics and Mathematics from Yale 
University. He has authored multiple first name academic publications 
in the fields of fractal geometry and materials science.

Will Martino
Founder & CEO

Selected Media:
Why Mining and Private Blockchain Don’t Mix 
 
The Future of Blockchain is the Smart Contract Sharing Economy 

https://medium.com/kadena-io/why-mining-private-blockchains-dont-mix-9a471fb99cfa
https://medium.com/kadena-io/blockchain-future-smart-contract-sharing-economy-134a318fef55
http://bit.ly/WillConsensus2019Panel
https://www.linkedin.com/in/williammartino/
https://twitter.com/_wjmartino_


Stuart Popejoy is Founder and President of Kadena with 15 years 
experience in building trading systems and exchange backbones for the 
financial industry.  Prior to starting the company with co-founder 
Will Martino, Stuart worked at J.P.  Morgan in the Blockchain Center of 
Excellence, where he led and developed their first blockchain, Juno. Stuart 
also wrote the algorithmic trading scripts for JPMorgan, which informed his 
creation of Kadena’s simple smart contract language with Formal 
Verification, Pact. 
 
His past work also includes experience at Pragma Securities, Pink OTC 
Markets, Jupiter Media, and Apple in various programming and analyst 
positions. Stuart received his B.A. in Comparative Literature from the 
University of California, Berkeley and is also an avid musician and composer. 
Stuart has been featured in Forbes, Fortune and Quartz as well as additional 
publications.

Stuart Popejoy

Selected Media:
The Next Web - IBM is not a Blockchain: Here’s why 
 
Announcing Pact 3.0: the premier standard for smart contract programming 

Founder & President

https://cointelegraph.com/news/why-ibms-blockchain-isnt-a-real-blockchain
http://bit.ly/Pact3M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dwEpSEcUdI
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stuart-popejoy-5844ab2b/
https://twitter.com/sirlensalot


Doug has 15 years of professional software experience. He spent six 
years working in the defense industry where he built large scale radar 
tracking and data fusion systems from the ground up. Doug has been 
writing Haskell professionally since 2010, with projects in finance, data 
visualization, and analytics covering both frontend and backend web 
development.  
 
He is the author of the Snap web framework and maintains a number 
of open source Haskell libraries. Doug is also active in the Haskell and 
functional programming communities as a co-organizer of the New 
York Haskell Meetup and the Compose Conference. He has won 
various programming events including the 16th International 
Obfuscated C Code Contest and  Programmer of the Month 
competition.

Doug Beardsley

Selected Media:

Director of Engineering

https://youtu.be/_2_pe7x6Fgg
https://www.linkedin.com/in/doug-beardsley-627b275/
https://twitter.com/mightybyte


Tony Pham leads Kadena’s marketing, bringing expertise in branding, 
customer development, and product marketing to the team. Previously, 
he was Head of Marketing and Communications at TrustToken, where 
he launched and led marketing for the go-to-market and growth of the 
TrueUSD stablecoin (reaching over $200 million in market cap in less 
than 1 year).  
 
Tony began his career in Silicon Valley when he was recruited to Max 
Levchin’s Slide where he was the first product marketing hire, 
managing a team over four years through to an acquisition by Google. 
He has been an expert source to media such as Bloomberg, CoinDesk, 
CNN, and USA Today. He has also spoken at industry-leading 
conferences including Mobile World Congress, SxSW, and 
Marketing 2.0. Tony is a Fulbright Scholar.

Tony Pham

Selected Media:
Blockchain, and How It Will Realign Enterprise 

Head of Marketing

https://talkcmo.com/interviews/blockchain-and-how-it-will-realign-enterprise/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tonyopham/
https://twitter.com/tonypham


Logo Guidelines 
and Downloads



Our name is a key part of our identity, so please always 
ensure that it is legible and captures attention in any 
context.  Below are examples of Kadena’s logo lockups.  
 
They have a fixed relationship between the K symbol 
and logotype.  Please only resize the images provided 
and do not alter anything else about the Kadena logo. 

Logo Guidelines



Downloads

Executive Headshots  
Click HERE 

 
Company Logos  

Click HERE

https://photos.app.goo.gl/LgMyT9usKSz4pbRX9
https://photos.app.goo.gl/P9hNe258Z8ECNtT88



